
 
 
 
 

 
 

NATIONAL PUBLIC SCHOOL 
 Kengeri, Bengaluru 

 
               Report on „Grade 7 „B‟ Special Assembly‟ 

Topic: “Plastic” 

“Nurture the nature to protect our future.”  

The students of Grade 7 B conducted their class assembly for the academic year 

2021-22, from 19th July 2021 to 23rd July 2021.  

 

Plastic has many valuable uses. They have become integral to our daily lives. We 

have become addicted to it, with severe environmental consequences.  

 

The students of Grade 7B presented a special programme on Friday, 23rd July to 

shed light on the harmful impact of plastics on environment and 

emphasize on the urgent need to curb its usage to protect our environment. 

 

The programme was started by Sanchita Rajesh, who enlisted few characteristics 

of plastic and asked the audience to guess the topic. Siri R shared information 

about history and inventor of plastic. Manasvi continued the show by givingmor 

information about plastic and introduced the inventor of Bakelite plastic by 

inviting Dhyan as Leo Baekeland on the show. The students Aum Rakesh, Ahyan 

Ahmed, Sharan V C, Pragathi A and Deepthi S performed a dance and promised 

to follow the motto -“ Less plastic, more Life”. Impana sang a song on the effects 

of plastic on aquatic life and gave a call- “Save us from plastic.....” Chandana 

briefed out about the effects of plastic on human health, and that plastic poisons 

our food chain and it never goes away. Art work by Deepthi S, Lekhana M, 

Sudhanva S Kashyap, V Kishan, Raghavendra M R, Manasvi C, and Pujan R 

Gowda, on the effects of plastic on living organism was also displayed. The 

concerns about effects of using plastic was conveyed very effectively through 

slogans on placards by Deepthi S, Deepika Kumar, L Chandana, Shree 

Annapoorna, and Pragati A. 

The students conveyed their utmost concern about the ill effects of plastics and 

that, though a lot of positive action is seen in this direction, but the truth is that 

lot more is yet to be done.  

 



 
 
 
 

                   
 

                       
 

                        
 

                                     
 
 

                     
 

 

 


